SUMMARY OF GRADING AND FEEDBACK

K-3
- No penalty for failing to meet standards
- Focus on participation & learning over grades; students will receive narrative feedback
- May earn credit in an alternative way or on a different timeline

4-8
- No penalty for failing to meet standards
- Focus on quality participation & learning over grades; students will receive narrative feedback
- May earn credit in an alternative way or on a different timeline
- Pass/fail; semester grade will be an average of 3rd & 4th marking periods (MP)

9-11
- No penalty for failing to meet standards
- Focus on quality participation & learning over grades; students will receive narrative feedback
- Pass/fail; semester grade will be an average of 3rd & 4th marking periods (MP)
- All 3rd MP work must be done by 4/25; 3rd MP weighted at 60% & 4th MP weighted at 40%

12
- Not on track to graduate March 12: the senior will be provided an opportunity to demonstrate learning in the subject matter of the course(s) and receive credit (pass/fail) for the course(s)
- Students will work with their counselor to determine a plan of academic and social emotional support

12
- If on track to graduate March 12, then not required to participate in the plan unless dual enrolled, in AP or in MV
- All 3rd marking period work due by 4/25; may choose pass/fail OR grades
- A senior’s earned grade from the 3rd marking period will become their overall grade for the second semester